News from Princes Risborough School
Summer 2020

Positive Responsible Successful
Dear Parents/Carers
Although it has been a period like no other in history there is much to celebrate at Princes Risborough School
(PRS) and I hope you take the time to enjoy this newsletter and reflect upon another successful term.
Moving from traditional classroom teaching to remote learning and has been a huge learning curve for students, teachers and parents alike. What has impressed me the most is how everybody has embraced this new
way of working and all the technology involved in such a positive manner. Before March I had barely heard of
Google classroom, Loom and Zoom, now they are very much part of everyday school life. We do not underestimate the vital role that you have played during these unprecedented times and wholeheartedly thank you for
all your support and feedback.
As with any change, this creates opportunity. The opportunities this has created for students and teachers in the future should not be
underestimated. Our challenge as part of the “new normal” is to blend this new found knowledge into our curriculum to enhance the
teaching and learning experience for students in school and independently. This is a task we will fully embrace and look forward to.
As well as online learning we should also celebrate the extra-curricular activities that have taken place remotely with weekly House competitions, quizzes, and art competitions, to name just a few. Recently we had a virtual Sports Day (week) that culminated in a live Zoom
final, well done to everyone that took part and congratulations to all the winners. This will feed into the House competition and the winners are announced in this newsletter!
I would also like to congratulate everyone involved in the annual Kop Hill Climb Festival who recently were awarded the Queen’s Award
for Voluntary Service, the highest honour bestowed upon any local volunteer group, recognising the outstanding work in the community.
PRS is proud not only to host the festival but of all our stakeholders that take an active role in making it such a great success.
Lastly, I must mention our Year 11 and 13 students, whose time at PRS has been cut short by the closing of schools and subsequent cancelling of GCSEs and A-Level exams. I would like to wish all our students the very best for the future. I know how hard you all worked
towards your exams and I am extremely proud of the progress that you made this year. We will continue to work hard to support you to
ensure you get the success you deserve which enables you to take the next step in your educational journey. I look forward to seeing you
all and celebrating on the A-level (13th August) and GCSE (20th August) results days. I know from the fantastic 6th Form induction programme that has been running from March to July that you will be the most prepared Year 12 in the history of PRS. You have truly embodied our values of Positivity and Responsibility that will ultimately lead to your Success.
As I come to the end of my first full year as Headteacher of PRS I can only express my thanks for all your support. I am extremely proud of
the students, staff, governors and local community at PRS. The school has significantly improved in the last 10 months and it will continue
to do so if we all work together and “aspire and achieve”.
Stay safe, have a great summer holiday and I look forward to seeing you all in September.
Yours sincerely

Simon Baker
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Head Students

When lockdown started back in March, we were a little concerned as it meant that the Head
Student Interviews would be unable to take place in school. Would this mean that we would
defer appointing a Head Student Team until September and lose any opportunities during
the summer term? We decided to go for virtual interviews early in the new term, discovering
the challenges of getting a team of interviewers together first and then checking that all the
candidates would be able to access the necessary technology. It is amazing just how tiring
spending all day interviewing candidates by video link can be.
Eventually, we made everything work and I am delighted to say that the following students
have been appointed as our new Head Student Team:

Alfie Coleman
Grace Gough
Sophia Hudson
Florence Matthews
Ernesta Palionyte
Emily Pointon
Willow Randall
Abigail Temple
It was really good to see, in this team, two students who had only joined us in September
and two more who had made a positive choice to return to our Sixth Form in September after
initially trying other schools and colleges.
Our Head Student Team have already met several times during the summer term and are
already putting new initiatives in place which will develop the school further. They have interacted with the Sixth Form Induction students and I am pleased to see that a number of our
Year 11s who will be joining the Sixth Form in September have already nominated themselves for the post of Deputy Head Student so I have every expectation that we will be congratulating some of them upon their appointment as Head Students this time next year, ensuring a continuity of excellence in our Student Leadership.
Mark Instone
Assistant Headteacher and Head of Sixth Form
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Insignis Academy Trust Update

We are coming to the second year of PRS being part of Insignis Academy Trust. The Trust is ambitious to grow beyond its
current size of two schools but at the time of writing, we consist of PRS and Sir Henry Floyd Grammar School. Our aim is
to do all we can to improve the quality of education in our area.
The Trust was set up in response to a government request to the Sir Henry Floyd GS governors. The had a decision to
make as to whether to say yes to this request. As part of the decision making process, they visited a number of Multi
Academy Trusts further afield and a sense of what could be achieved could be begin to develop.
We saw some examples that motivated us. From what we learned elsewhere we concluded that:





the leadership of all schools in the Trust could benefit from the joint leadership of all the headteachers (essentially
a high level SLT composed entirely of heads);
school improvement efforts in all schools can be powerful when they are working with a mindset that leads them
to be as concerned about the quality of education in the other schools in the Trust as they are about the quality of
education in their “own” school;
a group of schools acting as one could make the best leadership, the best teaching and the best administration
available to all students in the group. (This idea was caricatured by the National Schools Commissioner when he
said “If one school in four has a brilliant headteacher, one in four has high quality business leadership, one in four
has a superb head of maths and one in four has an inspirational music department then if the schools become one
unit it should be possible for students in all four schools to have access to brilliant leadership, high quality business
management, an excellent head of maths and superb music teaching”).

We began to construct a MAT that was guided by these principles. It is for others to say how successful we have been!
There have been many changes at PRS over the time we have been working together and many of those have been as a
result of joint decisions between our trustees and the school governors. I have been working closely with Mr Baker and
the school’s leadership team.
My time of working in the school is coming to an end as I am retiring at the end of August. I am grateful that the school
community has accepted me so warmly and over the past two years the school has “won my heart”. A lot is happening
for the better and I am sure that even greater things lie ahead. I will be keeping out the way of my successor but I am
sure I will not be able to resist the temptation to keep my eye on how well the school is doing!

Very best wishes to Mr Baker and his team as they continue to work tirelessly to help every student to be positive, responsible and successful.

Stephen Box
CEO Insignis Academy Trust
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Some of our plans for September
We will be staggering that start days for different year groups in September:
Tuesday 1st September 2020

Teachers only — INSET Day

Wednesday 2nd September 2020 Teachers only — INSET Day
Thursday 3rd September 2020

Years 7 & 12 only in school — Packed lunches must be
brought in. The Hub will be closed.

Friday 4th September 2020

Years 7 & 12 only in school — Packed lunches must be
brought in. The Hub will be closed.

Monday 7th September 2020

Years 7, 8, 10, 12 only in school (no Years 9, 11 or 13)

Tuesday 8th September 2020

All years in school

New timings of the school day in September to
support social distancing and transportation home.
Breaktime areas:

All Year
groups will be allocated a year group zone which will be
used at all breaktimes and if students arrive early to school.
The zones will be clearly marked. The year group zones for
the first half term will be:

zones every half term.
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Virtual Sports Week
Monday 6th July saw the PE department launch PRS Sports Week and Friday 10th we saw
some unbelievable live finals! Now we would have loved to have organised our annual
Sports Day like normal but unfortunately 2020 has been anything but normal. We set 8 challenges and saw some great times and distances being hit, so massive well done to all those
that took part and added points for their houses.

The highlight of the show was the live plank
for the Year 8 Girls, where we saw Lola v's
Evie and the pink reaching almost 30
minutes! It was an unbelievable show of
strength, determination and tenacity!

Individual winners

7

8
9

Girls

Boys

Indi Sutherland
71pts

Ben List 67pts

Lola Voss 34pts

Elliot Gee 57 pts

Mia List 80pts

Abu Baker
Faheem 30pts
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Remote Learning
Remote learning has been a new challenge for our students and not every child/parent/carer
has found it easy. There have been ups and downs in every household throughout the country. Here are some of the successes where the students have been happy for us to share.

Macbeth by Jack Rippon. Click the picture on the left to
take you to his storyboard.
From the House Competition ‘PRS has got Heart, Talent
and Resourcefulness’:

Phoebe Genge (7CQ) for going Above &
Beyond in all subject and especially Geography.
Shagun Choudhary (8PS) for making a
delicious cake for her family.

Daniel Bleasdale for creating planters from
recycled pallets in his garden.
Mia Rosser (7PS) for singing a song from the Greatest Showman
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.
Evie Giles (8CQ) For going Above and Beyond in Art.

Farley Dow (7RW) for playing his Trumpet beautifully.
Click the picture of Farley on the right to take you to a
video of him playing.
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The House Writing Competition run by Madame Robson
The House Writing Competition was open to all years and was judged by the Head of English, Mr Smith using established criteria. The top 3 winners will receive a £25, £15 & £10
Amazon voucher.
All entries from 2019 & 2020 will be published in an anthology organised by Miss Rochford,
following her poetry competition. Well done to all who entered.
The winners were:
1st Place Evie Giles
2nd Place Scott Walsh
3rd Place Ana Camargo Bryant

8CQ
7IN
10RW

Evie Giles’s winning piece:

Sad, Short Story
All Facts are historically correct except the execution.
10 Years Ago
I quivered vigorously, scared of the overwhelming sense of guilt that was violently pulsing through my
body. Questions attacked me constantly, no matter how many times I shook them off, they came back
and ate away at me. Should I? I mean I was one of them a few years ago.
*
We were going to die anyway, The Tudors were going to kill us for being vagrants, I mean there was
not a lot I could do about it. Most of the people in our tribe were already enslaved and some of us
were branded by hot iron ‘V’ to warn people to stay away from us. We were poor beggars, who were
born into being beggars and no one wants beggars.
I didn’t know then that 10 years later, things were going to escalate further. I was just going to attempt
to beg, scanning the area for barrels or cattle to hide behind just in case Henry’s army spotted me. I
knew it was a bad time, Henry’s army is always patrolling the market at this time, but I was desperate,
I hadn't eaten in days and it looked like my ribs were going to pierce my chest. I had barely begun
when I saw the first guard, a boy about the same age as me, head to toe in steel armour. He stared at
me pitifully and started coming towards me. I knew that I should hide, but he had a softness in his eye
that comforted me - so I didn’t. He passed me the helmet and said gently “I want to help. Put this on”.
Cautiously, I looked inside the helmet in case there was anything in there, he sniggered at my reaction. After shooting him with a glare of disapproval, I put the helmet on and followed him.
“Where are we going?” I hissed
“To the palace of placentia,” He replied as if it was obvious. I wasn’t sure if I should trust him yet so I
kept wary in case this was a trap.
As we turned into King Henry the eighth's property, the chief knight, Sir Edward Neville, Stomped
round the corner. I recognised him immediately from my first whipping, His face was like magma that
had solidified into a gruff expression. “Jones!” He yelled far too loudly.
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Sad, Short Story continued..
“Yes Chef” the boy replied in a respectful tone.
“Who is the new recruit?” Sir Edward Neville yelled again, this time making me paralysed in fear.
“This is, … um … William, William Molineux?” he replied while glancing at me with uncertainty and
shrugging
“Hmm, well take him to the hall, supper is about to be served”
“Yes chef”
Suddenly it all clicked. I am not a vagrant. I am a knight.
This was probably the proudest moment of my life, but I had no idea what was coming. You had to
train to be a knight and fight and have the strength to kill enemies. But, what if you were not killing
enemies, what about the fact that in ten years time, When I was promoted to Chief Knight during
1548, I was in charge of executing everyone in my tribe for being poor.
*
As I entered the execution towers, my whole tribe stared at me, my mother's eyes starting to water.
The whole tribe was ready to die and all I had to do was salute and they would be dead. Punished for
being poor - just as I was, the whipping scars still brutally rub against my armour. The phase consumed me and all the faces that were once happy to see me, had been whipped and beaten into
blood and shreds. Slowly, I lifted my arm up to my head, gazing at Jones, who was steading the
crowd, gently nodding. With one final search into my soul, was there any mercy or hope left, any willpower or control to save my mother and my tribe, They were my family after all. With one swift movement gazed at my mother, then diluted at the sky, allowing my tribes screams and bloodshed to conquer the abyss. They weren't just screams, they were yells of anger, shrieks of pain, whimpering of
sorrows too brutal and vivid to ignore.

Turns out there is no hope left in the world…

-William Molineux died later that year after committing suicide because of his regretful decisions-
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House matters continued
Congratulations to:


Oliver Sharp



Euan Floyd



Jake Digby



Jonah Brake

for entering the House weekly quiz every week during lockdown and regularly
coming top of the Leaderboard
Congratulations to:


Phoebe Genge



Evie Giles



Shagun Choudhary

for participation in every single House activity throughout the year as well as in
lockdown.
Special mention to Mr Theriault, Mrs Cheetham, Mrs Davies, Mr Shannon & the
Site Team for their weekly contributions week after week.
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House matters continued
The winning House for 2019/2020 is Ridgeway.
The students with the most Achievement Points
this year are:
Year 7
Thomas Stevens 7IN
Sarah Gajek
7IN
Scott Walsh
7IN
Year 8
Keigo Ito
Mae Burton
Liberty Palmer

8RW
8CH
8IN

Year 9
Jack Rippon
9CH
Isabella Semmens 9IN
Liam Tarry
9PS

All these students and many others
have worked incredibly hard throughout the year but especially during
lockdown.
Congratulations on Aspiring and
Achieving at this time.

Year 10
Millie Turgis
10CH
Eric Radu
10IN
Christian Johnson 10IN
For this summer term only, the winners are:
KS3

8CQ (8CQ were also the KS3 winners for the Spring Term so they are keeping

KS4

9CH

up their hard work).

Well done to all out students this year. It has been challenging
but you have all adapted incredibly well.
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Art
The Art department has entered 23 pieces of work for Art In The Park.
A competition which takes place every year in Princes Risborough's Wade
Park. Below are some of the stunning entries.

Lepidoptera Collection
by Ariba Majid

Captain Tom Moore by
Chloe Bird
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Frodo by Sammy Van
Der Heide

Gioconda 2020 by
Melany Ferraiuolo

Reality vs imagination by
Jamie Van Der Heide
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Red Kite by Olivia Foulger

Fearful Ignorance by
Zainab Hussain
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History Competition
Over the Easter Break the Humanities Department at PRS ran a history competition. It was
open to all students and we had entries from years 7, 8 and 9. There were three different categories:
1) Historical Bake-Off (where students had to recreate a famous historical event or item out of
food
2) Historical Recreation (where students recreate a famous event in history using Lego, computer programs or whatever they wished)
3) Historical Board Game (where students had to invent a brand new board game related to a
historical person or time in history
We had lots of wonderful entries and all the entries were judged by an independent panel of
judges with the winners being as follows:
1) Historical Bake-Off: Ffion Mabey - Ffion recreated the falling of the Berlin Wall in cake
form. Everything, including the soldiers, is edible with the barbed wire being sugar work and
edible markers being used for the graffiti. The judges said "Amazing cake and realistic recreation! Very good idea and really well made. Especially like the graffiti writing"

2) Historical Recreation: Hamza Rasheed - Hamza used a Kinemaster to recreate the Battle
of Hastings in an animated form showing William the Conqueror's victory over Harold Godwinson. The judges said "It clearly took lots of effort but the result is fun and informative to
watch. It is simple but it flows well and sums up the historical scene well!"
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZiB3reB6JrOAwJcYNN6dd2Gfhls1Q59u/view (linked can be accessed by
@prsbucks.com accounts only)
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History Competition continued…
3) Historical Board Game: Evie Giles - Evie created a brand new board game based on the
WWII struggle between Britain and German. This included action cards, motive cards, quiz
cards, weapon cards (all of which alter the tactics and scoring of the game) as well as its
own playing board. The judges said "Excellent idea and excellent board game! The rules
are very clear and the whole concept is really good. The strategy behind the game is a
good way of showing how things can change quickly, depending on the actions and decisions made from the leaders. Well done Evie!"
After much deliberation (and being told they had to pick an overall winner) the judges decided to give the overall winner to Evie's board game.
The judges repeatedly emphasised the high quality of the entries and the difficulty in choosing a winner both in each category and overall.
Mr Shannon
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Drama
Year 7s and 8s in Drama have been working on pieces based on new characters in Frozen or Aladdin. Here are some examples of their hard work.

By Joey Childs Year 7

By Eva Long Year 7

Name of character: Helga
Who is the character: Elsa & Anna’s grandmother.
Lives: In the woods, in a wooden house.
What she does: Helga’s job is to heal people with
her magical powers.
She would fit in the narrative by: Healing Elsa’s
problems at the end.
What she would change in the plot: Elsa’s problems and incorporate the
woods a bit more.
What props would she have: Helga would have no props, because all of her
power is through her hands and mind.
What makeup would she wear: She would have a small leaf on the left side of
her face and then a snowflake on the right side of her face.
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Drama continued
Alamin
Meet Alamin, he is very similar to his Father and has his cheeky chappy ways that get him
into all types of mischief. He has the kind and caring nature as well as loyalty of his Mother.
Alamin is the son of Aladdin and Jasmin and fits into the extended version of the Play/Film.
He wouldn’t change the plot as such but enhance it.... At the end of Aladdin it would say
'Some years later......' and then show Aladdin and Jasmin running after Alamin shouting
"Alamin, son STOP' with the Gene not far behind saying to himself 'Perhaps the gift of a
wand should of waited till his 16th birthday'. This leaves it open for a sequel and perhaps
even a movie/play all to himself; Alamin.
Alamin’s prop is a wand, as the godson of the Gene it was gifted to him at birth. But little did
the Gene and Alamin’s parents know the trouble it would get him into as he had a lot of growing up to do before he was actually ready for the responsibility that came with the powers gifted upon him.
As heir to the Sultan’s thrown as he is to be ruler of Agrabah one day Jasmin likes to keep
Alamin well dressed but as you can see the street rat is in his genes and despite his Mothers
best efforts he still looks a little scruffy around the edges. But this just enhances his character. His wand never leaves his side and his smile helps him get away with some of his crazy
adventures.
By Cain Reeves Year 8

By Morgan Curry Year 8

Character role: The character is a small young tiger given to Aladdin by the gene to
guide him to make the right decisions as well as being a friend to him. Genie gives it to
him right at the start and the talking tiger help him decide what he should use his
wishes for
Abilities: Can talk, floats
To portray the character the actor would wear all black and have the tiger as a
puppet of some sort It would have an in built fog machine to create the glowing effect.
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Transitions
We are looking forward to greeting our new Year 7 Students in September and
to help them prepare for the transition from Primary School to Secondary
School we have been adding lots of information to our Transition Zone on our
website.
There is a letter from the Headteacher, Simon Baker and a Transition Bulleting
from Head of Year 7, Mike Durose.
Be Awesome, Go Big is a package to help Year 6 students transition into Year 7. It can be used by students
and parents at home or in school with teachers in class.
It is designed to be motivational, helpful and reassuring
and to help young people feel valued, loved, encouraged
and equipped for the journey ahead.
There is advice on buying Chromebooks and School uniform.
SEND information and Consent Forms.
A link to register interest in Instrumental/Singing lessons.
Tips on how to use a calculator and what basic equipment you will need.
Virtual Sports Week and a Virtual Tour of the School.
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Congratulations to:
Congratulations to the following who were elected as Interact officers for 2020/21:
President: Ernesta Palionyte
Vice Presidents: Willow Randall, Kris Erellana
Secretary: Abigail Temple
Treasurer: Emily Pointon
“The idea of Rotary Club promoting Interact is to help the students gain leadership
skills, develop self- confidence, extend
friendships, widen their horizons about local, national and international matters,
give service to needy people in these different communities and cultures and have
fun.
Interact membership is centred on the Sixth Form at PRS. It is thought that Years
12 and 13 students are more likely, as maturing young adults, to develop independent initiative, adopt and continue to promote the ideal of "Service Above Self"
in later life.
Each year the Interactors organise and support a number of activities and raise
money for a variety of good causes, including Save The Children, Air Ambulance,
Shoe Boxes, Dementia Cafe and many more chosen by the club. Also, they support different Rotary projects such as the local community Firework Night and
Young Carers special functions.
As a reward for all Interact efforts at
the end of each year our Rotary Club
organises a day out for the Interactors. This might include, for example, sailing, gliding, going Ape or
even following up one of their own
suggestions.
Both the Interactors and the Rotarians greatly benefit from our partnership of mutual support and fellowship.”
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Notices
Key Dates for the Autumn Term:
A Level Results
GCSE Results
Autumn Term starts
Autumn Term starts
Autumn Term starts
School Photographs

Year 13
Year 11
Year s 7 & 12 only
Years 8, & 10 (with 7 & 12)
Years 9, 11 & 13 (all years)
ALL

13th August 2020
20th August 2020
3rd September 2020
7th September 2020
8th September 2020
17th September 2020

Open Mornings
INSET Afternoon

Virtual
ALL

28th Sept—2nd Oct 2020 9:00—11:00
29th September 2020
13:20

Open Evening
INSET Day

Virtual
ALL

29th September 2020
23rd October 2020

Autumn Half Term

ALL

26th—30th October 2020

All

5th November 2020
18th December 2020

House Dance Competition
Last day of term

17:00—20:00

13:20

The full School Calendar for 2020—2021 is now available
on our website.

Follow us on Twitter: @PrincesRisbSch or Facebook
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